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Donahue, Kate
From:

chriswale@btconnect.com

Sent:

Wednesday, July 07, 2010 5:01 AM

To:

Donahue, Kate

Subject: Is this how your gas retention problems look to you?

IS THIS HOW YOUR GAS RETENTION PROBLEMS
LOOK TO YOU?
When argon gas escapes - as it will - there is no forgiveness. A
pressure drop inside the unit causes the glass to bow with visible
distortion, creates stress on the seal, and leads to a thermal 'short
circuit' when the glass touches the internal grids.
Premature failure is the result.
If this is your concern, as it must be, then you need the sure
remedy that won't let you down and cause any embarrassment with
customers.
Insulating gas loss and moisture vapour penetration through porous
or corner-compromised spacers are key areas where Intercept
Blackline Spacer has clear advantages.
As an alloy, Intercept is itself non-porous, and as a one-piece
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spacer with a superior quad seal at the single corner join, insulating gas losses or
moisture vapour penetration are virtually unheard of.
This is why many IG fabricators using Intercept offer either a lifetime guarantee for
their units, or more typically, one for 25 years.
So the customer not only stays more comfortable with their windows, but will also see
more savings, for longer.
Intercept Blackline Spacer also wins out on aesthetics. Because it is both U-shaped
and black in colour it doesn't intrude into the sightline. So you don't see it. It also
allows for a totally automated positive locking system that
secures Georgian bar in place for the life of the window. So no
compromises there either.
That's why Intercept has the industry's lowest callback rate.
Oh yes, did we say? Intercept Spacer is also Warm Edge: recently
achieving a BFRC WER 'A' rating for both the Blackline and
Blackline Ultra versions.
Find out how Intercept can increase your production rate,
eliminate callbacks, and keep both your customers and your
Financial Director happy.
Email Chris Wale now on cwale@geduk.com or call 0781 577 6089

Intercept

Blackline Spacer. Absolute maximum performance.
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